LIFT-U® MODEL LU-6

Rising Floor Ramp

Lift-U has developed a fold-out style ramp that features a Rising Floor and additional user / operator friendly designs.

When the ramp is articulated to the ramp position, the “Rising Floor” is elevated to vehicle floor level and provides a smooth transition from the rising floor to the vehicle floor.

Simple manual articulation of the Ramp Platform.
It takes less than 20 pounds of force to raise or lower the ramp platform when the ramp power is on or off.
LIFT-U® MODEL LU-6 Ramp

Ramp Features

• Self contained modular unit
• Passive Design (automatic)
• Electrically Powered (No hydraulics)
• Stainless Steel Construction
• ADA and FTA / DOT-T-93-03 Compliance Certification

Completed - Reports Available

The ramp is equipped with a stow latch to prevent ramp platform movement while stowed. The stow latch includes a simple pull handle manual release feature for emergency operation.

For the Coach Manufacturer

The ramp assembly ships with a handling frame. By attaching a sling to the handling frame the installer can manipulate the ramp for mounting with minimal effort. When the ramp is properly mounted, no additional adjustment is required.

PATENT INFORMATION REFER TO:
www.lift-u.com/patents.pdf